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ABSTRACT

Silex Clouds platform is built as an one-stop-shop solution, delivering products and indices based on automatically processed satellite data from multiple satellites. The platform enables to transform the data into information useful for Users and Customers from domains such as: agriculture, renewable energy – solar panels, water applications and many more.

The satellite data are automatically downloaded, processes and numerous indices are calculated and delivered for the User in the form of statistical data, maps and charts.

The User is also enabled to upload their own in-situ observations and meteorological data in order to perform comprehensive, high level analysis.

This solution could be successfully applied for monitoring of environment all over Europe on the basis of multiple satellite data. The automatic delivery and processing of satellite data would significantly increase the efficiency of analysis performed by both EO experts as well as Customers from outside the Earth Observation domain.

Moreover the platform enables the User to customize the profile of observations being performed for submitted area in order to adjust the obtained information to individual’s needs.

The platform is foreseen as an interesting solution to the researchers who on the daily basis do not apply satellite data but which notice the significance of such data in their analysis. Such solution could significantly increase the innovation the performed research and may create the added value.